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Net-Top-Box (NTB) Signage Players

NTB players provide an all in one solution giving 
everything needed to create, manage and 
display content in one box.
For networks, NTBs are used as Subscribers pulling their content from a ONELAN 
enterprise level CMS. 

The intuitive web user interface allows users to schedule zoned multimedia content 
for a variety of display screens. NTBs allow powerful communications in Full HD or 4K 
UHD including live video feeds, RSS, HTML and more.

Deliver the right message to the right place 
at the right time

 �Drag and drop template playlisting and design 

 �Data integration from multiple sources 

 �Day parting-time based playback rules 

 �Hyper targeted content: based on meta data tagging 

 �Random or sequential playback for folders or content Folder mirror to external 
network shares

 � Inter-zone triggering and synchronization

 �Simplified user interface for local instant updates

 �Create ambience with separate audio playlists

NTB Range
NTB-4K-1000 (F)  
Slim multi-zone 4K player

NTB-HD-100 (F)  
Advanced multi-zone HD Player

NTB-HD-10 (F)  
Standard multi-zone HD Player

NTB-HD-1 (F)  
Standard four zone HD player

NTB-HD-RTL1 (F)  
Single zone HD player for Retail
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High Performance 24/7 Linux 
Players

 �Networked via Ethernet, Wi-Fi, or 3G

 �32GB to 128GB SSD model dependant, ideal for rich media.

 �Multi-zone: Unlimited number of zones in any size, position, 
layer or time.

 �Multiple templates in a channel.

 �Drag and drop template and playlist design.

 �Easy connection to external content: TV, streams, RSS, Web, 
databases etc.

 �All features are in the base package except:

 �  Streaming in Client

 �Touch License

 �Wi-Fi License

 �One time purchase, no recurring fee.

 �Simple user interface for local content update of text and 
images.

 �Support for custom screen resolutions.

 �Multilingual web browser in the following languages English, 
Spanish, Portuguese, German, French, Italian, Russian, Turkish, 
Arabic, Thai, Japanese, Korean, Chinese (traditional and 
simplified)

NTB Supported Media

Ad-Hoc Local Content 
Updates
Designed for the novice or occasional user, ad-
hoc portals are easy-to-use web user interfaces 
through which users can manage local messages 
and data such as menus and venue schedules. 
They can be customized on a user or role basis and 
administrators have control over which content can 
be managed by other users.
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